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Fibroma of tendon sheath located within the ankle joint capsule
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Abstract We report a very rare case of fibroma of the

tendon sheath arising from the anteromedial ankle joint

capsule, with no apparent connection to any tendon in the

area, found in a 58-year-old patient complaining of pro-

gressive local swelling. This uncommon tumor has its usual

localization in tendon sheaths, is extremely rare in joint

capsules, and has never been described in this location

previously. MRI showed nonuniform low signal intensity

in T1- and T2-weighted images and high intensity in STIR

images. The mass was completely excised by open surgery.

Histopathological analysis later confirmed the diagnosis of

a fibroma of the tendon sheath.
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Introduction

Fibroma of the tendon sheath is a rare tumor described as a

benign lesion or a tumor-like reactive lesion arising from the

synovium of tendon sheath [14]. It has been reported mainly

in finger and hand tendons as a benign, slowly growing

nodule that arises from a synovial sheath [2, 6, 15, 16, 18].

Involvement as a mass adjoining the synovial membrane of

a joint capsule is extremely rare, and to our knowledge only

seven cases have been described, mainly in the knee joint

(four cases) [7, 8, 10, 12–14, 18]. We wish to emphasize its

unusual location in the case described here—in the ankle—a

location for a fibroma of the tendon sheath that has never

been described in the English literature before.

Case report

This case concerns a 58-year-old man presenting a 24-month

history of progressive localized swelling in the anteromedial

aspect of his right ankle joint, with no recollection of asso-

ciated trauma. The mass was slow-growing up to three

months before coming to our attention, when it began to

grow rapidly. Physical examination revealed an approxi-

mately 5-cm-diameter ovoid mass over the anteromedial

aspect of the right ankle joint; the range of motion for dor-

siflexion was progressively reduced to 10�, and was slightly

painful beyond this range. Some discomfort was elicited at

pressure over the mass. No neurologic or vascular com-

pression symptoms were observed. He had no diffuse joint

effusion nor any other particular findings on other physical

examinations. Routine laboratory data were normal. The

mass was noted to be mobile within its surrounding layers.

Plain X-rays of the right ankle joint were normal, while

an MRI scan of the same region showed a soft tissue mass

5.5 9 3.4 9 2.6 cm in size arising from the anteromedial

joint capsule. The mass had a nonuniform low intensity in

T1- and T2-weighted scans, with focal septated areas

exhibiting more intense signals (Fig. 1a). In STIR scans,

the mass had a more uniform high intensity (Fig. 1b).

The patient underwent an excision of the mass by

anteromedial incision carried out under peripheral
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anesthesia (Fig. 2a). On exploration, the mass was adherent

to the lesser saphenous vein, which was isolated and medi-

ally mobilized. No clear capsule nor cleavage layer was

found with the joint capsule, and no vascular peduncle was

found either, so that part of the anteromedial ankle joint

capsule had to be removed with the mass. No localized

infiltration into surrounding tissues was macroscopically

observed. Upon inspection, the mass appeared to be a fibrous

structure with a nonrubbery, hard consistency, and was gray-

pearly white, multilobular and solid (Fig. 2b). No cystic

cavities were observed at the cut (Fig. 2c). The gap in the

joint capsule was covered using a bovine dura mater graft.

Microscopic sections showed a variable cellularity: a central

nodular area composed of dense fibrous connective tissue

with focal areas of myxoid degeneration, and a peripheral

dense fibrous connective tissue linked to the tendon sheath

with some vascular structures (Fig. 3a–c). The histological

diagnosis was of a fibroma of the tendon sheath.

The patient was discharged the day after the operation

with a physiotherapy program and an anterior splint to lock

the joint in dorsal flexion, which was to be worn for

two weeks. After one month he returned to his normal

activities with full ROM of his ankle. This patient was

followed up over a twelve-month period. In this time, he

regained full function of his ankle without pain or recur-

rence of his previous symptoms. No swelling or recurrence

of lesion was noted from the site of its excision.

The patient gave his consent to the publication of the

clinical case.

Discussion

Fibroma of the tendon sheath, or tenosynovial fibroma, was

first defined by Geschickter and Copeland in 1936 [5]. It

has been described as a fibrotic neoplasm or a reactive

Fig. 1 a Sagittal T1-weighted

MRI. An anteromedial ankle

joint mass (arrow) with a

nonuniform low intensity, along

with focal septated areas

exhibiting more intense signals.

b Sagittal STIR MRI scan. The

mass (arrow) shows a more

uniform high intensity

Fig. 2 a Anteromedial incision

showing a distinct mass

dislocating the lesser saphenous

vein posteromedially.

b Removal of the mass: the

multilobular aspect is seen.

c At section, the mass appears to

be gray-pearly white,

multilobular and solid

Fig. 3 a H&E 910, the lesion appears to be circumscribed and

surrounding tissues (right) are compressed by its growth. Cellularity

is poor. b H&E 925, tumor cells appear to be spindle-shaped and

surrounded by abundant collagenic matrix. c H&E 940, tumor cells

appear to be fibroblasts with no evidence of atypical patterns
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fibrosis, but its precise origin is still unclear according to

the current classification [3].

However, histologically it is clear that it is a poorly

recognized, slowly growing, benign proliferation of fibro-

blasts surrounded by collagen fibers, which appears as a

fibrous nodule attached to tendon or tendon sheath; a

smooth, dense, multinodular mass with a diffuse pearly

white appearance, ranging in size from 0.5 to 5.5 cm. A

dense, matrix-rich collagenous stroma is arranged in nod-

ules with slit-like vascular channels throughout it. Occa-

sionally myxoid and sclerotic regions are seen, depending

probably on the vascular impairment due to compression.

The cells are mainly spindle shaped and are less frequently

stellate [2]. Hashimoto et al. [6] found that many of the

cells are represented by myofibroblasts. Seventy-five to

eighty-two percent of the tumors have been described in

the extremities, most commonly the fingers, hands and

wrists. The most important case report appears to be that of

Chung and Enzinger [2] in 1979, who reported on 138

patients: 98% of cases occurred in those locations.

The tumor can occur at any age, with peak incidence

occurring between 20 and 50 years. In the same paper,

Chung and Enzinger reported a median age of 31. The

male:female ratio has been described as 1.5–3:1 [2, 15].

The clinical presentation of tendon sheath fibroma often

occurs years after its formation as a painless, slowly

growing mass that may irritate the surrounding tissues by

compression. Nerve compression has been described in the

distal forearm, presenting itself as a median nerve neu-

ropathy [1]. Less than 10% of patients have reported a

history of trauma [15].

Diagnosis must be based on the patient history and

clinical examination, MRI imaging and histology. Plain

X-rays are usually negative, except when large masses

compress surrounding muscles or fat, or there are erosive

bony changes, which are rarely described [2, 11]. Various

MRI findings have been reported: Bertolotto et al. [1]

reported on a fibroma of the tendon sheath in the distal

forearm and described a low MRI signal on T1-weighted

images and a high signal on T2-wieghted images. Pinar

et al. [14] reported on an intraarticular mass of the knee

with the same MRI appearance. Hitora et al. [8] reported a

low intensity in both T1- and T2-weighted images. Tak-

akubo et al. [18] found a low intensity in T1-weighted

images and a mixed low and high intensity in T2-weighted

images. Fox et al. [4] described MRI findings in six cases,

including a low intensity in T1-weighted images in five

cases, low intensity and isointensity in T2-weighted images

in three cases, and a slightly high intensity in T2-weighted

images in two cases. The current interpretation of this kind

of behavior is that differences in the amounts of hyalini-

zation, sclerosis and the number of proliferating fibroblasts

may generate variations in T2-weighted MRI findings:

more hyalinized or sclerosed forms of FTS (fibroma of

tendon sheath) will tend to show lower intensities on

T2-weighted images, while a more cellular variant will

have a higher T2 signal [17]. Gadolinium DTPA-

enhanced MRI variations have also been described: Pinar

et al. [14] and Hitora et al. [8] described a diffuse contrast

enhancement on Gd-DTPA-enhanced MRI; Takakubo

et al. [18] described a peripheral enhancement which may

be due to blood vessel proliferation at the periphery of the

tumor.

Differential diagnosis must be made with giant cell tumor

of the tendon sheath (GCTTS), representing a localized

manifestation of pigmented villonodular synovitis that is less

hyalinized and more cellular, and with histiocytes and

monocytes as well as multinucleated giant cells, foam cells

and hemosiderin-laden macrophages. Due to similarities

between some forms of the two tumors, some authors have

hypothesized that they may be two phenotypic extremities of

a single entity [14]. FTS must also be distinguished from

nodular fasciitis, which resembles FTS histologically but is a

more rapidly growing mass [2, 6, 15, 16].

Treatment is by local excision, with a reported recur-

rence of 24%; all of the cases were described in hands and

fingers, and this probably depends on the accuracy of the

excision itself [2]. To our knowledge, a malignant trans-

formation has never been described.

In conclusion, we can affirm that this case is of partic-

ular interest due to the localization, with no clear continuity

with any tendon or tendon sheath. To our knowledge, only

seven cases of localization within a joint capsule have been

described: four in the knee (two in the posterior joint

capsule [8, 18], one arising from a posterior cruciate liga-

ment [13], and one in the suprapatellar pouch [14]), one in

the radioulnar joint [12], one in the temporomandibular

joint [10], and one in the shoulder joint; rather unusually,

this last one presented as multiple intraarticular loose

bodies [7]. To our knowledge, ours is the first reported case

of this tumor occurring in the ankle joint.

This case is reported to highlight the diagnosis of a FTS

as a rare, but possible, cause of ankle joint mass.
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